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Flipping flops at Clinton’s Tavern 

How one Toronto man is changing the ways people view bad movies

By: Matthew McGrath 

In the back of a Toronto bar, people are slowly filing into a large room with a movie screen, 
carrying food and pitchers of beer to a table full of their friends. Elsewhere, two strangers can be 
overheard recommending films to each other. 

“Have you seen Foodfight?” one man asks the other. “It’s an animated movie about brand 
mascots. It’s amazing.”

Then, the room goes dark, the screen lights up, and the crowd cheers as the film, I Bought A 
Vampire Motorcycle, begins. Bad Movie Night is underway. 

Here, at Clinton’s, a bar in Toronto’s Annex neighborhood, a group of film lovers have gathered 
to take a break from the barrage of prestige and pomposity that Hollywood rolls out at this time 
of the year, otherwise known as Oscar Season, to indulge in bad film instead. Tonight’s movie, I 
Bought A Vampire Motorcycle, was released in 1990. It received no praise from critics and never 
won an award. By all accounts, it is a terrible film. But to the patrons of Clinton’s, this honorific 
carries far more weight than any gold statue.

The man behind Bad Movie Night is Joel Babcock. He and his event company, Exploding Zebra, 
have hosted the event for the last four years. On the final Sunday of every month, lovers of bad 
movies across Toronto come to the Annex to watch the best of the worst in cinema. Why? 
Because the patrons of the Bad Movie Night know that watching an exceptionally bad movie is 
just as entertaining as watching a great one.

The inspiration for the Bad Movie Night came to Babcock after watching a screening of Tommy 
Wiseau’s The Room at the Royal Cinema. Bad film experts have dubbed The Room the “Citizen 
Kane of bad movies.” For every narrative and technical innovation Orson Wells pioneered in his 
masterpiece, director Tommy Wiseau breaks and butchers in The Room. In his article, “The rise 
of intentionally bad movies and popular cult,” author Landon Palmer says that the The Room 
fails to employ “even the most basic fundamentals of coherent narrative storytelling.” It’s that 
bad. 



For Babcock, The Room ignited an interest in bad films. 

“It just kind of made me hunger for more of that experience with other terrible movies,” said 
Babcock. “At that point in time, I wasn’t really aware of any screening, or any screening 
programs around Toronto, that were offering that sort of fair.”

To fill this niche, Babcock created the Bad Movie Night where he offers those in attendance a 
wide variety of awful films.

 “I’ve always tried to expand the horizon of what bad movies can be. You can look at any genre 
and find wonderfully terrible films.” 

But what qualities must a bad film have to cross over into being good again? After four years of 
curating bad films, Babcock has a fairly good idea.

According to him, a bad film falls into two categories. There are films that are a sincere attempt 
to make a good film, but due to circumstances, or the complete incompetence of those involved, 
fail spectacularly. Films such as The Room or Troll 2 would fall into this category. 

Then, there are films that are intentionally bad. They embrace a ridiculous concept or purposely 
employ substandard filmmaking practices in order to make an entertaining film. Sharknado, 
Kung-Pow, or the Toxic Avenger are examples of this types of bad film. 

In both categories, the fun of a bad film comes from the filmmakers’ knowing or unintentional 
rejection of standard narrative and filmmaking practices. Science proves this. In a recent study 
published in the journal Poetics, authors Keyvan Sarkhosh and Winfried Menninghaus 
determined that the main reason people enjoy bad films is because of its “deviance from the 
cinematic mainstream.”

That’s what Babcock loves about these films.

“Often bad movies are creative in ways you wouldn’t expect. They are doing stuff that you don’t 
see in other movies, stuff that other movie makers know are incorrect.”

It’s this unexpected creativity that draws people out to the Bad Movie Night. 

While watching I Bought a Vampire Motorcycle, the crowd at Clinton’s break out into laughter, 
applause and cheers. They’re watching a poorly choreographed, clumsy bar fight scene, and they 
can’t get enough of it.  At a regular movie theatre, silence is mandatory while watching a film, 
but at the Bad Movie Night, cheering, shouting at the screen and talking to your friends is 
encouraged. According to Babcock, interacting with the film and breaking the solemn “no 



talking during the movie rule” is a vital component of enjoying a bad film. It’s a way for the 
audience to collectively share an experience.

Ultimately, that was Babcock’s goal when he created Bad Movie Night. 

“I very specifically wanted it to take place in a bar, because I really wanted an informal 
atmosphere,” said Babcock. “I don’t live in a house where I have tons of room. So you adjust by 
setting your living room into a bar so that people can come and hang out.”

So this Oscar season, if you need a break from the monotony of quality filmmaking, drop by 
Clinton’s in the Annex, where the people know that good films are overrated. 


